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The Business Problem
Pawdacity is a leading pet store chain in Wyoming with 13 stores throughout the state.
This year, Pawdacity would like to expand and open a 14th store. Your manager has
asked you to perform an analysis to recommend the city for Pawdacity’s newest store,
based on predicted yearly sales.
Your first step in predicting yearly sales is to first format and blend together data from
different datasets and deal with outliers.
Your manager has given you the following information to work with:
1. The monthly sales data for all of the Pawdacity stores for the year 2010.
2. NAICS data on the most current sales of all competitor stores where total sales is
equal to 12 months of sales.
3. A partially parsed data file that can be used for population numbers.
4. Demographic data (Households with individuals under 18, Land Area, Population
Density, and Total Families) for each city and county in the state of Wyoming.
For people who are unfamiliar with the US city system, a state contains counties
and counties contains one or more cities.
In the second step, you will take the cleaned dataset to train a linear regression model
in order to predict sales.
Here are the criteria given to you in choosing the right city:
1. The new store should be located in a new city. That means there should be no
existing stores in the new city.
2. The total sales for the entire competition in the new city should be less than
$500,000
3. The new city where you want to build your new store must have a population
over 4,000 people (based upon the 2014 US Census estimate).
4. The predicted yearly sales must be over $200,000.
5. The city chosen has the highest predicted sales from the predicted set.

Part 1: Data Cleanup
Step 1: Business and Data Understanding
Key Decisions:
1. Pawdacity wants to open a new pet store. The location should be chosen after a thorough
analysis of the surrounding area based on the best predicted yearly sales.
2. To inform this decision, we need the Pawdacity stores’ yearly sales at the city level. We also
need information for other predictor variables such as sale volumes of Pawdacity’s competitors
in each city, the land area, population density, total families and households with kids under 18
(as families are more likely to have pets and hence to become Pawdacity’s customers).

Step 2: Building the Training Set
The Alteryx pipeline for building the training set is provided below:

Column
Census Population
Total Pawdacity Sales
Households with Under 18

Sum
213,862
3,773,304
34,064

Average
19442
343027.64
3096.73

Land Area
Population Density
Total Families

33,071
63
62,653

3006.49
5.71
5695.71

Step 3: Dealing with Outliers
The analysis of outliers using the IQR method in Excel (see picture below) showed that there
are three cities with 6 variables that have values beyond interquartile range – Cheyenne, Gillette
and Rock Spring. Among these three, I decided to remove Cheyenne data from the dataset,
because four of its values substantially deviate from the averages (2010 Census, Sum_Sales,
Population Density, Total Families) and could bias the results of the regression model to be
done in the next step. In general, Cheyenne seems to be a big city with the sales dynamics
different from the rest of the cities analyzed in this dataset, which are relatively small. As a
result, imputing values for this city doesn’t make sense. At the same time, the two other cities
with outliers – Gillette and Rock Spring – seem to have the typical “small city” profile and hence,
their outliers could be due to chance. As a result, I decided to keep them.

Picture – Results of the outlier’s analysis in Excel using IQR method

Part 2: Recommend a City
Step 1: Linear Regression
Provide an explanation of the key decisions that need to be made. (250 word limit)

1. How and why did you select the predictor variables (see supplementary text) in your model?
You must show that each predictor variable has a linear relationship with your target variable
with a scatterplot.
I first plotted each predictor variable against my target variable:

I can conclude all predictor variables are good potential predictor variables because they show
a linear relationship between sales.
I checked for correlations between my predictor variables to see if there is any possibility of
multicollinearity in my dataset. Below is a table that shows the correlations between the different
predictor variables:

We can see that HHU18, Census, Families, and PDensity (Population Density) have strong
correlations which each other. Land area however, is not as highly correlated. So I started by
using land area as one predictor and then tested the four variables that are correlated.
I’ve found out that using land area and total families as the predictor variables produced the
best model.

2. Explain why you believe your linear model is a good model. You must justify your reasoning
using the statistical results that your regression model created. You must talk about the p-values
and R-squared values that your model produced.

The p-values for land area and total families are both below 0.05 and the Multiple R-squared
value is at .91 which is close to 1. This is model is a decent model.
3. What is the best linear regression equation based on the available data? Each coefficient
should have no more than 2 digits after the decimal (ex: 1.28)
Y = 197,330 – 48.42 * [Land Area] + 49.14 * [Total Families]

Step 3: Analysis
Use your model results to provide a recommendation. (500 word limit) At the minimum, answer these
questions:

1. What kind of data cleaning and aggregation steps did you do?
I started with the Web Scraped Data from the Wyoming Wikipedia page, and used text to
columns and select tools and the Data Cleansing to parse out the City, County, 2010 Census,
and 2014 Estimate and remove all of the extra punctuation.

For the demographic data, I used the Auto-field tool to combine all of the numbers labeled as
String fields.
Before each join, I summarized the amounts by city to ensure that there were no duplicate city
names within the data.
For Pawdacity sales file, I transposed the data to get City, Month, and Amount, and then
summarized by City to get the total amount for each city.
From there, I created my data set used to train my regression model.
Once the model was created, I applied the model to the cities that were not already in the
Pawdacity Sales file by taking the left output from the join on the Pawdacity sales file.
I took the competitor data with an autofield tool and joined it, with a formula off of the left join to
create a 0 in the Competitor Amount so I could union the cities that have no competitor back
into the overall dataset. I don’t want to exclude cities where no competitors are present.
I then applied the filters laid out in the project plan to come up with my list of possible cities, and
sorted on the expected revenue to bring the best choice to the top.
2. What were the sales prediction steps did you do?
I filtered my cities according to the given the criteria in the project and calculated revenue off the
population density information using my linear model.
3. Which city would you recommend and why did you recommend this city?
I would recommend the city of Laramie with a predicted sales of $305,014.

